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SUEPO: Industrial actions ‘striking success’
Kluwer Patent blogger · Wednesday, March 30th, 2022

The trade union SUEPO has claimed the strike it called for during the meeting of the
Administrative Council on 22 March 2022 was a ‘striking success’.
According to a statement it sent to its members two days after the strike, 1.514
employees representing 24,45% of all staff participated in the strike, including 28,63%
of staff in The Hague, 20% of staff in Munich, 46,94% of staff in Berlin, and 35,71% of
staff in Vienna. It is the highest result of an industrial action since 2016 and even
better than the strike of 15 December 2020. It is a clear signal to Mr Campinos that
there is room for improvement in terms of social peace.”
The SUEPO also wrote that “strike registration was made difficult and remains
unreliable. The registration tool showed an error message already on Friday which led
many colleagues to simply discard it and only send an email to their line manager. (…)
Some colleagues who managed to register (…) Friday with the tool, found out on
Monday that their registration had disappeared. The HR Department confirmed that
only the registrations entered via the tool were taken into account for counting the
participation. (…) When putting the figures into perspective, even based on these
unreliable and incomplete data, we count that at least 40% of non-managerial
available staff went on strike.”
According to the SUEPO, the Work-toRule actions which started around 22
February 2022 and which are also part of
industrial action to achieve the
restoration of fundamental rights at the
EPO and the suspension or reversal of
reforms detrimental to working
conditions and staff’s wellbeing, have
lead to a drop in production, illustrated
by this picture.
The strike was preceded on 17 March by a letter of EPO president Antonio Campinos,
in which he invited SUEPO to meet members of his team. The SUEPO stated no
progress could be reported from this meeting, however.
A new source of conflict at the EPO may be the start of a ‘professional mobility’
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project called for by the EPO management. It received support from the
Administrative Council in the 22 March meeting. According to the Central Staff
Committee the “orientation paper on professional mobility bears the risk of
introducing a decentralisation of the EPO and thus constitutes a fundamental reform
of the EPO, incompatible with the mission of the Office”. The CSC “considers that a
conference of ministers of the Contracting States under Article 4a EPC is overdue and
urges the Heads of Delegation to inform their respective Ministries, if they wish to
engage into this ‘professional mobility’ project.”

_____________________________
To make sure you do not miss out on regular updates from the Kluwer Patent Blog,
please subscribe here.

Kluwer IP Law
The 2021 Future Ready Lawyer survey showed that 81% of the law firms expect to
view technology as an important investment in their future ability to thrive. With
Kluwer IP Law you can navigate the increasingly global practice of IP law with
specialized, local and cross-border information and tools from every preferred
location. Are you, as an IP professional, ready for the future?
Learn how Kluwer IP Law can support you.
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You can follow any responses to this entry through the Comments (RSS) feed. You can
leave a response, or trackback from your own site.
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